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OUR MISSION TODAY:

How do we diminish the patterns                    
that support anxiety 

(& depression)…

and offer SKILLS that prevent and heal?

THE BIG PICTURE
Critical Cognitive Skills:

v tolerate (and normalize) discomfort
v externalize/react differently to thoughts
v learn by doing, failing, & succeeding
v handle the uncertainty of life
v be more flexible (malleability!)
v problem solve (vs. ruminate)

The Four Questions
1. What resources does this child/family have and how can we use 

them? 
2. Where is the gap/missing piece that sustains the symptom pattern?
3. How can we create an experience that will offer a shift in the pattern? 

4. Am I (or is anyone else) doing the disorder? 

FRONTLOADING 

FIRST & 
CRITICAL!

EXPLAINING THE RATIONALE,
UNDERSTANDING THE PLAN

Anxiety Demands 
TWO Things:

Certainty: “I have to know 
what’s going to happen 
next…and I want to control 
it!”
Comfort: “I want to feel safe 

and comfortable…or else I 
want out!”

Triggering
Event

Worried 
Thoughts

Amygdala 
Activated

Physical 
Response

More Worried 
Thoughts

Intensified 
Physical 

Reactions
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WHERE 
THINGS GO 
WRONG…

Getting stuck in the 
CONTENT TRAP

Focusing on 
ELIMINATION of 

symptoms

Mirroring the disorder 
with AVOIDANCE

Content-Based Interventions 
versus

Process-Based Interventions

Let’s focus on
HOW WORRY OPERATES

The Content Trap

Content (not good)

• Focus on & talk about how 
to fix SPECIFIC problem

• Reassure about that 
SPECIFIC problem

• Give data, stats, rational 
information

• Go over plans & specifics 
repeatedly

Process (good!)
• Focus on HOW worry 

operates & what it’s up to

• Cue “worry-managing” 
strategies

• Be general: “That sounds 
like worry to me…”

• Prompt independent,  
internal reassurance & 
problem solving

The ELIMINATION paradox…

The more you try to get rid of a worried 
thought or symptom, the STRONGER it 
gets. 

Safety Crutches CAN…
• Reduce, mute or prevent anxiety 

symptoms
• Increase perception of personal 

control 
• Create security 
• Serve useful functions as 

developmental stepping stones

BUT!

Excessive reliance and long term use:

ü Strengthens anxiety through 
avoidance behavior  

ü Limits range of functioning
ü Impedes SKILL building
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Common elimination strategies 
include…

•Distraction
•Thought stopping
•Calming and breathing exercises (when 
overemphasis is on elimination) 
•Thought replacement

Action over Avoidance
•Worry says STOP. Worry is not a big fan of 

moving forward.

•Anxiety demands a defensive stance.

•BUT…we must learn to take action when we 
are worried…BRING IT ON!

If you will stop telling your alarm center 
that there’s danger, 
it will learn on its own not to push that 
danger button.

Being 
uncomfortable 
& uncertain… 

is price you pay for moving into new 
territory and

in order to grow you need to move 
into new territory and 

handling uncertainty & discomfort 
will reset alarm system & allow you 
to do what you want to do

Social CONNECTION MEANS:

• Face to face interaction
• External focus  
• Engagement in social causes or 

activities
• Building social skills through 

stepping in

Rigid

Global

Catastrophic

Permanent

Internal

Avoidant
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Rigid, demanding certainty

VERSUS

Flexible, able to tolerate uncertainty

What does it sound/look like? 

Rigid
• It has to be this way
• I need to KNOW!
• Nothing is going to change
• Ya, but…
• I’m afraid to do it differently
• My way or the highway

Flexible
• I can adapt
• I can’t know
• I’ll get used to this 
• Change is tricky at first
• I’ll see what happens
• I can see your perspective

Promoting Flexibility

•Mights and Maybes
•Family “Unexpected Things (or Mistakes)  of the Day” 
•Uncooked Spaghetti

•DOING THE DISORDER: providing certainty, 
overvaluing routine, modeling rigidity, overly critical 
and overprotective

Challenge: 

metaphor or story that illustrates the 
value of flexibility

Global, all or nothing, 
black and white thinking

VERSUS

Parts, differentiation

What does it sound/look like?

Global
• Nothing ever goes my way

• This is who I am

• I am my diagnosis

• No matter what I do, things don’t 
change

• I can’t get anything done

• People don’t like me

Parts
• I can accept the good with the 

bad

• I’m struggling with this part of the 
project

• You can’t please everyone

• Let  me just get this part done; 
take it a step at a time
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The Value of Parts:
EXTERNALIZATION

•Personify your anxiety and/or your 
depression…and start listening to what it 
says
•What are the parts of you that you value? 
•What parts of you give you the most 

trouble? 

Where is the gap that sustains the pattern…?

•What’s the story your anxiety tells?
• If your anxiety/depression wrote a book, 

what would be the title? 
•What your anxiety shows up,  how do you 

respond? 
•What do you need to learn? 

These questions amplify PARTS…

Challenge: 

An experiential assignment that 
amplifies the concept/value of parts

and differentiation

Catastrophic 

VERSUS

Problem solving, strength-based

Anxiety is strengthened by 2 internal 
processes

• Rigid perfectionism (“It has to be done this way!”) 

•An imagination that focuses on worst 
possible outcomes (“I know I’m going to 
fail that test!”)

Worry

Catastrophe

Allow

Avoidance
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We want to demote 
anxiety & worry…

• CRISIS

• Normal
• Part of many aspects of life
• Even annoying!

When worry 
arrives…

•ALLOW
•ACKNOWLEDGE
•PIVOT

Permanent

VERSUS

Temporal, malleable, 
with positive expectancy

(closely related to rigid)
How to Improve Adolescent Stress Responses
Insights From Integrating Implicit Theories of Personality and Biopsychosocial Models
Psychological Science August 2016 vol. 27 no. 8 1078-1091

David Yeager and colleagues asked and 
answered the question: 

How will high school students cope socially 
when they are told that people have the 
potential to change “socially relevant 
traits”?  

From the NYT article by Jan Hoffman entitled 
Teaching Teenagers to Cope With Social Stress 

“At the beginning of the school year, 
students participated in a reading and 
writing exercise intended to instill a 
basic, almost banal message to help 
them manage tension: People can 
change.”

Challenge: 

A list of things that you or others 
believed, but that you no longer accept 

as fact
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Internally focused (on feelings, thoughts)

VERSUS

External focus

Challenge: 

A homework assignment that amplifies 
social connection and an external focus

Avoidant, Defensive

VERSUS

Active, Autonomous, on OFFENSE

What does it sound/look like?

Avoidant/Defense 
• I don’t want to feel 

uncomfortable

• I need to know 
everything 

• I can’t move forward 
until I have calm 
confidence

• Why bother?

Active/Offense
• Of course...

• I’m willing to not know

• I can experiment

• How can I step in

• I’m retraining my brain

Helping kids connect to the PROCESS of 
moving toward mastery: 
• What can you do now (automatically) that you couldn’t 

do a few years ago? 

• Can you remember something that was really
challenging when you first tried it but now seems 
simple? 

• Make a list of accomplishments that make you proud. 
• Holding a pencil? Writing some letters? Saying 

the alphabet?
• Learning to drive? 
• Some other skill (cooking, instrument, sport)? 

Information Stuff

•Website: lynnlyonsnh.com
•Email: Lynn@lynnlyonsnh.com
•Facebook: Lynn Lyons Psychotherapist, Anxiety and 

Children
•To get my newsletter: Go to FB page and click on 

EMAIL SIGN UP, or email me and ask.
• Phone: (603) 225-4147


